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Wordfolio for iPhone - A missing assistant for foreign language learner
Published on 07/30/14
Digital Education Labs today announces Wordfolio 1.4.1 for iOS, a foreign language
learner's assistant that totally changes the experience of learning a new language.
Wordfolio makes learning foreign words considerably easier and more effective. One of the
important features of Wordfolio is the possibility to keep all the words in iCloud which
means the user can access the words on any iOS device. Users can easily organize words
into groups by topics, lessons, parts of speech and more.
Kiev, Ukraine - Digital Education Labs today is proud to announce the release and
immediate availability of Wordfolio 1.4.1 for iOS, a foreign language learner's assistant
that totally changes the experience of learning a new language. Wordfolio is a must-have
app for any foreign language learner and a unique way to store all the foreign words you
learn.
Wordfolio makes learning foreign words considerably easier and more effective. The app
makes it possible to replace the dozens of pages covered in the foreign words you are
learning with a simple and convenient word tape which is always at your fingertips. During
their language lessons, the students can save all the words in Wordfolio instead of
writing them down in their notebooks. All the added words comprise the so called tape or
portfolio of words you want to memorize. The app will remind you that you need to repeat
the words and will determine the interval between the repetitions of a given word based on
the proven method of spaced repetition.
One of the important features of Wordfolio is the possibility to keep all the words in
iCloud which means the user can access the words on any iOS device. As of this moment, we
have released the app version for iPhone but the company is planning to release versions
for iPad and Mac as well so that the users would be able to add and practice words
anywhere at their convenience.
The developers of Wordfolio are certain that it is ineffective to provide users with
premade sets of words as other apps do. Those sets of words are not connected to any
context, and many of the words are irrelevant to the users which makes them harder to
memorize. It is much more effective to keep the words studied in class in one place so it
would be easier to repeat them and find them when needed. The students find it easier to
memorize words in connection with the context in which they have first heard them during
the lesson or from their conversation partner, or read them in a book.
Features:
* Add new words quickly and easily
* Store all your words on the iCloud and access them from any of your iOS devices
* Reminders to practice a word precisely when you plan to
* Works for all languages supported by the iOS
* Easy word search
* Organize your words into groups (by topics, lessons, parts of speech, and so on;
whichever you find convenient)
* Add notes to your words, such as pronunciation or examples of usage
* Sort words alphabetically or by time of adding
* Archive the words you have properly memorized
* Learn several languages at once and be a true polyglot
* Convenient, intuitive and polished user interface
* User interface supports 12 languages
In Wordfolio, you will be able to add words from all the languages which can be used on
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iOS, including such exotic languages as Esperanto, and Sanscrit. This makes the app
suitable for anyone who is learning either a popular or a rare foreign language.
"It's pretty strange that, while we keep our files, notes, task lists, and a bunch of
other information in a cloud, we're still writing down the foreign words we learn in
notebooks and can't find the word we need later or simply forget to repeat the words
covered in previous lessons on time," states Eugene Kolpakov, one of the developers of
this app." I created Wordfolio because I couldn't find a suitable app in the App Store
when I had to learn dozens of new words covered during my Korean language lessons each
week. I use it constantly now, and this is way more convenient and effective than words
written in a notebook or just on sheets of paper."
Device Requirements
Wordfolio is compatible with iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch (3rd
generation), iPod touch (4th generation), iPod touch (5th generation) and iPad. Requires
iOS 6.0 or later. It is optimized for iPhone 5.
Pricing and Availability:
Wordfolio 1.4.1 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Productivity category. The developers
are willing to provide the promo-codes to reporters and bloggers who are interested in
writing a review of the app.
Wordfolio 1.4.1:
http://wordfolioapp.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/wordfolio/id677783824
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/63/21/3a/63213a79-a3cadec7-720d-8675a7c33474/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9mlil0lvssrezyh/wordfolio_icon512.png

Digital Education Labs is a small company that unites developers and designers, located in
different countries and passionate about creating high-quality apps for iOS and OS X. All
Material and Software (C) 2014 Digital Education Labs / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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info@wordfolioapp.com
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